
CS109A Notes for Lecture 2/14{16/96Orders With Some Equivalent ItemsSuppose we have a Scrabble rank of 7 tiles, whichare STAAEEE. How many di�erent 7-letterwords could we make?As before, we're not concerned withwhether the word is \legal."� Similar to permutations of 7 items, but now,some orderings are indistinguishable becausethe letters are the same.� Make the letters distinguishable by mark-ing, e.g., subscripts on the A's and E's:STA1A2E1E2E3.� We can order these distinguished letters in7! = 5040 ways.� But orders that di�er by exchanging A1 andA2 are really the same.e.g.: E3TA1E1SA2E2 = E3TA2E1SA1E2.� The two A's can be ordered in 2! = 2 ways;if we pick one of the two orders, say A2 mustfollow A1, then we eliminate 1/2 of all theorders.But we keep exactly one of the two equiv-alent orders that di�er only in the orderof A1 and A2.� Similarly, the E's can appear in 3! = 6 ways.If we select only the orders of the 7 letterswith this order of the E's, we eliminate 5 ofevery group of 6 orders that di�er only in theorder of their E's.� Conclusion, the number of di�erent words is7!=(2!3!) = 5040=(2� 6) = 420.� General rule: The orders of n items withgroups of i1; i2; : : : ; ik equivalent elements isn!=(i1!i2! � � � ik!). 1



Items to BinsSuppose we throw 7 identical, 6-sided dice. Howmany outcomes are there?� Equivalent problem: place each of seven iden-tical tokens into one of 6 bins.The tokens are the dice, and the bins arethe numbers on the dice; e.g., putting thesecond token into bin 3 means that thesecond die showed 3.� Trick: Imagine 5 markers, denoted *, thatrepresent the separations between bins and 7tokens T that represent the dice.The outcomes correspond to the order-ings of the 12 items, e.g. *TT**TTT*T*Tcorresponds to no 1's, two 2's, no 3's,three 4's, a 5 and a 6.This is an \orders with identical items"problem; the count is 12!=(5!7!) = 792.� General Rule: The number of ways to as-sign n items to m bins = the number oforders of m � 1 markers and n tokens =(n+m� 1)!=�(m� 1)!n!� = �n+m�1n �.The combinations expression can also beexplained by saying: \we are picking nout of the possible n + m � 1 positionsfor the tokens."Several Kinds of Items, Order Within BinIrrelevant� Warning: the section of FCS starting onp. 182 (\Distributing Distinguishable Ob-jects") is deceptive at best. It cares aboutorders within bins, so, e.g., in Example 4.17Kathy receiving an apple then a pear is notthe same as her receiving a pear then an ap-ple.� If we have items of k colors, with ijitems of the jth color, then the numberof distinguishable assignments to m bins is:2



Qkj=1 �m+ij�1ij �.Example: 4 red dice, 3 blue dice, and 2 greendice. Therefore 6 bins.� Number of distinct tosses is �94��83��72� =148,176.Several Kinds of Items, Order Within BinRelevant� This problem uses the formula on p. 182,l. �6.� Trick: If there are m bins into which ij itemsof the jth type are placed, and order withinbins matters, imagine m � 1 markers sepa-rating the bins and ij tokens of the jth typerepresenting that type of item. By \orderswith identical items":(n +m� 1)!=(m� 1)!Qkj=1 ij !distinct placements.Here k = number of item types; n = totalnumber of items.Example: Suppose we have 4 red balls, 3 blueballs, and 2 green balls. In random order, wethrow them into 6 holes, each the diameter of theballs.� Number of outcomes = (9 + 6� 1)!=(5!4!3!2!)= 2,522,520.Counting Trick #1� Describe the desired objects by a sequence ofsteps in which a choice is made from somenumber of options.Answer = product of the numbers of op-tions.Example: The California lottery has announcedthat every ticket with 3 out of 6 numbers correctwill win a \chance to win a" trip to Mexico. Whatare the odds of selecting exactly 3 numbers (from3



1 to 53) correct out of 6?� Basic probability technique: count the totalnumber of possibilities, count the number ofsuccessful possibilities, and take their quo-tient.Here, \possibility" = sequence of 6 num-bers (1 . . 53) on a card.� Total number of possibilities = �(53; 6) =53!=47! = 16,529,385,600.� 3-right-out-of-6 possibilities described by:a) Select the three positions for the rightguesses.b) Select the 3 of the 6 numbers drawn inthe lottery that appear there, in order.c) Select the 3 out of 47 wrong numbers thatappear in the other 3 positions.� (a) = �63� = 20; (b) = �(6; 3) = 120; (c) =�(47; 3) = 97,290.� Number of successful outcomes = 20� 120�97290 = 233,496,000.� Probability of winning =233,496,000/16,529,385,600 = 1.4%� An equivalent solution recognizes that the or-der of selected numbers is irrelevant and usescombinations instead of ordered selections.Counting Trick #2� Describe the desired objects as the union ofseveral disjoint sets (sets without elements incommon).Answer is sum of counts for the disjointsets.Example: Continuing previous \lottery" exam-ple: you win if you get 3 or more correct. Howmany winning picks are there?4



� We counted the number of selections in whichyou get exactly 3 right.� Similar calculations give us the number of se-lections with exactly 4, exactly 5, and exactly6. Each is much easier than trying to count3{6 correct as a single problem.� Answer is the sum of the 4 simple calcula-tions.Counting Trick #3� Describe the desired objects as the set di�er-ence of two sets.Answer is the di�erence of the counts.Example: Suppose we deal 3 cards. What is theprobability that two are of one suit and the thirdis of another?� To start, the probability is the ratio of thenumber of deals meeting the condition andthe total number of deals.� Selections of 3 cards, in order = �(52; 3) =132,600.� Count the number of \2-and-1" deals as thedi�erence between 132,600 and the sum of thenumber of \all-3-the-same" deals and the \all-3-di�erent" deals.Each of the latter is a use of trick #1(product).� For \all-3-di�erent," describe by:a) Pick the �rst card (52 choices).b) Pick the second from the other 3 suits(39 choices).c) Pick the third from the remaining 2 suits(26 choices).Number of \all-3-di�erent" deals = 52�39� 26 = 52,728.5



� \All-3-the-same" deals described by:a) Pick the suit (4 choices).b) Pick the 3 cards of that suit, in order(�(13; 3) choices).Number of \all-3-the-same" deals = 4�13� 12� 11 = 6,864.� Number of \2-and-1" deals = 132,600 |52,768 | 6,864 = 73,008.i.e., 73,008/132,600 or 55% of the timeyou get two of one suit, one of another.� Yes; one could solve this particular problemdirectly by trick #1, making a sequence of 4choices (the two suits and the cards of eachsuit).
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